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This session was a free-flowing, wide-ranging discussion covering various III systems 
management topics.  Most attendees represented turnkey systems covering the spectrum 
of III clients. 
 
Backup: 
A question about the Legato backup, designed for software-only sites, revealed no one 
present was using it.  When asked if III was looking at other backups, Katrina responded 
they are “always looking.” 
 
A problem was discussed about IT running backup and sometimes forgetting to verify.  
Solutions suggested included automating with scripts (There’s a poster session at this 
IUG on this).  Backup can run on a telnet session unattended, but a potential problem 
with this is a dropped session.  Another site reported the same problem with IT forgetting 
to verify.  Their resolution was for the library to verify first thing every morning.  
It was agreed that a print option on the verify log was needed.  It is a good idea for an 
enhancement request. 
 
Software only vs turnkey systems: 
A question addressed a consortium where several members are considering switching to 
turnkey. What are the differences in support, and what should they be aware of?  
Response from an attendee that migrated from software-only to turnkey reported “no 
regrets.” The only real difference is that III is called to do some setup.  Under the old 
software-only installation, they had unix send mail – this was the only loss.  Another 
migration consideration was that as servers age, maintenance increases dramatically.  It’s 
worth examining maintenance costs – better to buy a new server at the same time as the 
migration. Katrina reported news that III does now sell Sun hardware.  Under turnkey, 
money is saved on maintenance. No one reported going from turnkey to software only. 
 
System Documentation/CSDirect Site: 
A significant amount of discussion was devoted to system documentation and the CS 
Direct site. 
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One site reported having Macs, OS10.  They have problems with the web-based manual 
as it doesn’t run on this platform, so can’t access documentation off their server or 
CSDirect.  III has a call, but have given no time frame for resolution.  Katrina indicated 
this was escalated through product development 2 weeks ago.  Further, she offered to talk 
about an interim solution.  This is an urgent problem for sites with no access to any 
documentation.  
 
There is no manual on CD anymore.  For III, having the manual on CSDirect and on the 
local servers enables them to deliver updates more frequently and more efficiently than 
previously with just the CD format. 
 
A comment was made that Folio was detested but at least it was searchable.  The new 
manual is found to be basically unsearchable.  Katrina said that that is a high priority for 
Customer Service and will be resolved by 2002/P2.   
 
Participants agreed the CSDirect highlighting of new changes is great.  Too, having it 
available online remedies access for all staff.   
 
Two possible enhancements were suggested for the manual: 1. Make it easier to print one 
page, and 2. In print preview, make the page numbers viewable. 
 
It was suggested that the manual on CSDirect be updated more frequently than on the 
distributed servers.  Katrina responded that it was a great idea and would enable III to 
update individual pages and chapters more frequently.  She’ll take that suggestion back to 
III. 
 
A question was asked whether there were any plans for release notes to be browsable.  
Katrina indicated that the 2001A Release Notes were not in “real good order” in large 
modules.  It was a temporary solution to get information out quickly on known issues.  
On May 8, 2002 a new version will be searchable by release that problems are resolved 
in. It will enable sorting and will be more “printer friendly”. 
 
Telnet Interface vs. Millennium: 
A question was asked for specifics/advice about considering Millennium migration. 
Responses included considering: not all functionality available in Millennium; there are 
major issues in hardware upgrades to PCs (and fiscal concerns); Millennium clients will 
uncover all misbehaving/setup problems in PCs; servers can have port contention 
problems particularly due to staff having multiple sessions running (Millennium web 
OPAC use takes port for 2 minutes.  Staff using both interfaces can require more sessions 
open).  Other recommendations included: get the best hardware and most RAM possible 
– Serials/Acquisitions need lots of RAM.  Consensus was that 512 Mb best.   
On staff concerns for Millennium migration, one attendee recommended being “kind to 
staff,” showing them something they couldn’t have done in telnet (e.g. recent patrons list) 
and getting them new equipment if possible so they think it’s linked to Millennium.  
Above all, give staff assurances that the telnet interface won’t be pulled immediately. 



One site reported a new port contention problem that appeared overnight, but they are 
only using Millennium Circulation.  Katrina indicated a need to “trap” this and examine 
network access logs.  Some possible causes suggested included: someone put site on 
Z39.50; another suggested an AOL bombard; another, Web crawlers.  Another site 
reported much the same problem and suggested doing reverse lookups and then blocking 
the offending crawler if coming from the same IP address. 
 
A site reported Millennium freezing.  Per the III Help Desk, searches were not being 
released and the library was told to restart the Millennium data port ever day.  Katrina 
responded that she is “not sure that’s an approved method” to resolve this and that they’d 
need to reevaluate the problem. 
 
JRE: 
Attendees indicated users need a basic introduction to JRE and how it works.  There was 
general agreement that we need to learn more about JRE. 
 
MilCirc: 
There was a frame bug in release 2001/A.  An example reported if Fines was clicked, the 
print screen goes to a receipt printer, but they don’t have one (Alt/Prtscn). Katrina 
responded that there is a fix for this problem. This particular problem showed up after a 
fix was loaded for networked printing problems. 
 
Different functionality in check-in in telnet and Millennium was presented.  In telnet, a 
pop-up question appears on an overdue - Do you want to printout?  Millennium doesn’t 
show this.  Katrina said that by release 2002/P2 Millennium Circulation functionality will 
be nearly completed.  She suggested talking to Barbara Vance. 
 
Create Lists: 
Katrina reported that by release 2002/P2 there will be substantial changes to Millennium 
Create Lists.  Currently, software engineering is in testing for P2.  
 
Millennium Serials: 
A complaint was voiced that response times for problems for Millennium Serials are 
poor.   
 
Open, unused Millennium sessions have significant communications overhead.  A 
question was posed about how much is used when nothing is happening.  Katrina said she 
didn’t know, but will try to find out and will talk to product development.  The III Help 
Desk apparently has observed this overhead problem. 
 
AVS: 
One academic site is considering AVS and replacing servers. The public services 
librarians are nervous about implementation during the year. The question was asked 
about any other academic site having done this midyear.  UCSD reported implementing 
AVS two weeks into the quarter.  They put a message on the webopac that reindexing 
was in progress. 



 
PCBackup: 
A question arose about alternate uses for PCBackup.  The speaker said that in migrating 
from DRA to III 2 years ago, the patron database wasn’t migrated.  The speaker used PC 
backup to build the patron database.  Also, he indicated it can be used to sign up patrons 
offsite.  A suggestion was made that this speaker do a session at next year’s IUG. 
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